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Faced With All Your Fears
 
You keep thinking if you never would of doubted your true authentic self the life
it was given so freely
Would you have stopped to except and question the world and it's deceiving
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I Believe In A New Beginning
 
Still believing that at the end of my journey their will be a new begining
there will be a chance to heal for what was lost  a chance to mend what was
broken
 
A chance to speak what was unspoken 
 
A chance to let   your spirit be what guides you
 
A chance to see how beautiful your soul is brand new
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I Miss You Mom
 
I miss you mom I miss  your laugh I miss the talks we had
I miss the feeling that everything isn't so bad
 
I hear your voice I  remember those light blue eyes
I need you mom and all I have is what's memorized
 
What is one to do
When all is lost and so are you
 
Yea at times I talk to you but I still feel this deep despair
Especially when the world around me is just me looking in the mirror
 
You were there for a moment then gone like a dream with no end
Left to figure out what happens next and if I'll ever see you again
 
I miss you mom
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I Want To Scream Out
 
Time to start taking action but I need to get a little more stronger
Everday seems to be going by faster the minutes arent getting longer
I feel a deep urge to scream out but what would I say
I have all these thoughts in my head that wont go away  
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Never Fall In Love My Friend
 
Did you ever love someone you know doesn't love you?
Did you ever feel like crying but what good would it do?
 
Did you ever close your eyes and say a little prayer?
Did you ever feel his heart and wish that you were their?
 
Did you ever watch him thinking when the lights were down low?
Did you ever say I love but but never let him know?
 
Remember how he left you standing their with teardrops in your eyes
And how you let him walk away before you said goodbye
 
You see my friend you've lost him theirs nothing you can do now he's gone what
went wrong he's played you for a fool
 
So never fall in love my friend you'll find it doesn't pay
Although it causes broken hearts it happens everyday
 
You see my friend love is fine and you'll see the price is high
But if I had to choose between love and death I think I'd rather die
 
So never fall in love my friend you'll just get hurt before it's through
I know this friend because I was the one who fell in love with you
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One Selfish Mistake
 
Sweet soft kisses, a change on where to start. A different kind of feeling that
made me feel safe to open my heart.  I never thought someone would ever
change theirself for my sake.  Never thought those sudden misfortunes would be
another choice id make.  I seen the question in your eyes.  I never would of left
if it was going to be the last time.
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Right Before Our Eyes
 
What do we need other than love and respect
Why  do we strive for the unexpected instead
 
Always trying to read in between the lines
Not noticing the answer is right their before our eyes
 
Our choices is the reality that we choose to make
How we value ourselves and if we realize it's ok to make mistakes
 
There's something to learn in everything we do
Open your eyes and listen to the voice inside you
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Wake Up
 
Wake up everyone this isn't how we want it to end
We can't let the darkness take over the souls that shine within
 
We're living in the darkage with no hope to fight
Torn from our parents that was suppose to teach us wrong from right
 
The world tries to consume the obsessed
The brave the loyal molding what's left
 
We watch waiting stuck in the same silence
What has seemed like a storm is only the beginning of the worlds essence
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